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Summary Web Performance in Action is your companion
guide to making websites faster. You'll learn techniques
that speed the delivery of your site's assets to the user,
increase rendering speed, decrease the overall footprint of
your site, as well as how to build a workflow that
automates common optimization techniques. Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
Technology Nifty features, hip design, and clever
marketing are great, but your website will flop if visitors
think it's slow. Network conditions can be unpredictable,
and with today's sites being bigger than ever, you need to
set yourself apart from the competition by focusing on
speed. Achieving a high level of performance is a
combination of front-end architecture choices, best
practices, and some clever sleight-of-hand. This book will
demystify all these topics for you. About the Book Web
Performance in Action is your guide to making fast
websites. Packed with "Aha!" moments and critical
details, this book teaches you how to create performant
websites the right way. You'll master optimal rendering
techniques, tips for decreasing your site's footprint, and
technologies like HTTP/2 that take your website's speed
from merely adequate to seriously fast. Along the way,
you'll learn how to create an automated workflow to
accomplish common optimization tasks and speed up
development in the process. What's Inside Foolproof
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performance-boosting techniques Optimizing images and
fonts HTTP/2 and how it affects your optimization
workflow About the Reader This book assumes that
you're familiar with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Many
examples make use of Git and Node.js. About the Author
Jeremy Wagner is a professional front-end web developer
with over ten years of experience. Foreword by Ethan
Marcotte. Table of Contents Understanding web
performance Using assessment tools Optimizing CSS
Understanding critical CSS Making images responsive
Going further with images Faster fonts Keeping
JavaScript lean and fast Boosting performance with
service workers Fine-tuning asset delivery Looking to the
future with HTTP/2 Automating optimization with gulp
FOOD ETHICS, 2E explores the ethical choices we make
each time we eat. With twenty-six readings that bring
together a diverse group of voices, this textbook dives into
issues such as genetically modified foods, animal rights,
population and consumption, the food industry's impact
on pollution, centralized versus localized production, and
more. In addition, this edition includes new introduction,
new readings, a comprehensive index, and study questions
that frame these significant issues for discussion and
reflection. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Ruby per applicazioni web
la guida tascabile al linguaggio per costruire applicazioni
server
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Easy Oracle PHP
Joomla!
3ds Max 9 Guida completa
PHP: The Good Parts

Learn the Raspberry Pi 3 from the experts!
Raspberry Pi User Guide, 4th Edition is
the "unofficial official" guide to
everything Raspberry Pi 3. Written by the
Pi's creator and a leading Pi guru, this
book goes straight to the source to bring
you the ultimate Raspberry Pi 3 manual.
This new fourth edition has been updated
to cover the Raspberry Pi 3 board and
software, with detailed discussion on its
wide array of configurations, languages,
and applications. You'll learn how to take
full advantage of the mighty Pi's full
capabilities, and then expand those
capabilities even more with add-on
technologies. You'll write productivity
and multimedia programs, and learn
flexible programming languages that allow
you to shape your Raspberry Pi into
whatever you want it to be. If you're
ready to jump right in, this book gets you
started with clear, step-by-step
instruction from software installation to
system customization. The Raspberry Pi's
tremendous popularity has spawned an
entire industry of add-ons, parts, hacks,
ideas, and inventions. The movement is
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growing, and pushing the boundaries of
possibility along with it—are you ready to
be a part of it? This book is your ideal
companion for claiming your piece of the
Pi. Get all set up with software, and
connect to other devices Understand Linux
System Admin nomenclature and conventions
Write your own programs using Python and
Scratch Extend the Pi's capabilities with
add-ons like Wi-Fi dongles, a touch
screen, and more The credit-card sized
Raspberry Pi has become a global
phenomenon. Created by the Raspberry Pi
Foundation to get kids interested in
programming, this tiny computer kickstarted a movement of tinkerers, thinkers,
experimenters, and inventors. Where will
your Raspberry Pi 3 take you? The
Raspberry Pi User Guide, 3rd Edition is
your ultimate roadmap to discovery.
Provides information on creating Web pages
with Oracle content.
Sviluppare applicazioni Web 2.0
PHP 5 Power Programming
Magento 2 - Build World-Class online
stores
Plasmare il web. Road map per siti di
qualità
Monografie
Router Huawei. Configurazione e utilizzo
PHP is experiencing a renaissance, though it may be difficult to
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tell with all of the outdated PHP tutorials online. With this
practical guide, you’ll learn how PHP has become a fullfeatured, mature language with object-orientation, namespaces,
and a growing collection of reusable component libraries.
Author Josh Lockhart—creator of PHP The Right Way, a
popular initiative to encourage PHP best practices—reveals
these new language features in action. You’ll learn best
practices for application architecture and planning, databases,
security, testing, debugging, and deployment. If you have a
basic understanding of PHP and want to bolster your skills, this
is your book. Learn modern PHP features, such as namespaces,
traits, generators, and closures Discover how to find, use, and
create PHP components Follow best practices for application
security, working with databases, errors and exceptions, and
more Learn tools and techniques for deploying, tuning, testing,
and profiling your PHP applications Explore Facebook’s
HVVM and Hack language implementations—and how they
affect modern PHP Build a local development environment that
closely matches your production server
This book is the preliminary part of a great work titled «THE
BOOK OF THE EGYPTIAN: The beginning of the basic
Egyptology or a key to the understanding of history, philosophy
and world religion». Usually, the introduction is made in the
form of a brief preface or foreword, but I got a whole book as
the first step in a multi-volume publication of the study. The
purpose of this specific introduction as the beginning of serious
research – is right at the level of the opening to inspire a reader,
showing him in a clear visual and comprehensible form, the
whole true mechanism of the hieroglyphic writing. To achieve
this, I will completely dispel the myth created by the modern
science that hieroglyphs do not convey any meaning (of words,
the whole idea), but only individual sounds (letters), or their
combination (syllables). This scientific myth will be finally
deprived of the status of scientific knowledge, and the
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translation of the Phaistos disc, on the contrary, will be clearly
shown, what is called «broken apart», and will be read in the
ancient hieroglyphic language united by the principle of
construction – in the language of the ancient Egyptians. I can
say that it will not be two simultaneously existing systems of
hieroglyphs translation, as well as two Egyptologies, one will be
false, and the other – true! To prove the validity of the system
of translation I wanted to give you immediately not only a
complete translation of the text of the Phaistos disc, where the
number of occurrences of each hieroglyph is not big (1 to 19
times), but the translation of the whole ancient Egyptian
writing, because the number of times it is used in there is
thousands, if not even millions. And each such use of each
hieroglyph is translating in the same way, so it creates the full
reading of the hieroglyphic texts – writing, which will be easily
read by everyone with the dictionary of hieroglyphs in the
future. The main reason why I wanted to do it – is because, at
first, I read the ancient Egyptian texts and only then, by chance,
came across with the hieroglyphs of the Phaistos disc. But then,
I decided to set a different aim – to teach the reader to think,
and not just to read hieroglyphs. Since we have no ancient
Egyptian temple, and you're not its novice, the method of
achieving the aims will be different than in the antiquity. First
of all, I would suggest not a translation of ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphs, but a complete translation of the Phaistos disc, and
at the same time to give them a sort of test of common sense to
modern science in the face of particular academies and
universities of the world. Let them answer me the question, not
knowing the translations of ancient Egyptian texts, – whether
they think this translation of the Phaistos disc is correct? So
when I completely publish «The Book of Egyptian», it will
become clear who they are and where do they lead all of you. As
they always test the students, it's a time to test them as well.
Will they pass the test, I do not know, but any way, you, my
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reader, will get to know about it, (in the main manuscript) and
will be able to draw your own conclusions about their
intellectual level. Therefore, I recommend you to take this
message of the book, at least with the attention, because not
every day the science gets a ready revelation, designed in the
form of scientific study. And here the attention and common
sense will help the reader to re-look the original, pure,
uncomplicated meaning of the Hieroglyphs, which through the
veil of delusion will finally begin to appear in their true,
original and vibrant colors – and finally, get from the nether
world – into the realm of the living!
Windows Vista. Guida completa
AutoCAD 2008 Guida completa
Come si fa tutto o quasi con PHP 5
Linux Server per l'amministratore di rete
New Features and Good Practices
Database design

Written by the authors of the actual PHP code! The
authoritative developer's guide to mastering advanced
PHP 5 techniques.
This book examines very important issues in research
evaluation in the Social Sciences and Humanities. It is
based on recent experiences carried out in Italy
(2011-2015) in the fields of research assessment, peer
review, journal classification, and construction of
indicators, and presents a systematic review of
theoretical issues influencing the evaluation of Social
Sciences and Humanities. Several chapters analyse
original data made available through research
assessment exercises. Other chapters are the result of
dedicated and independent research carried out in
2014-2015 aimed at addressing some of the debated
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and open issues, for example in the evaluation of books,
the use of Library Catalog Analysis or Google Scholar,
the definition of research quality criteria on
internationalization, as well as opening the way to
innovative indicators. The book is therefore a timely and
important contribution to the international debate.
L'Ingegnere del Cinema
PHP 5
Raspberry Pi User Guide
The Evaluation of Research in Social Sciences and
Humanities
Raspberry PI
HIEROGLYPHS OF THE PHAISTOS DISC: history and full
text translation.
Questa guida completa a Joomla! presenta le tecniche
impiegate dagli esperti per sfruttare appieno le
potenzialità di questo sofisticato sistema CMS. Scritto da
Dan Rahmel, autore di numerosi bestseller, questo libro
assiste in tutti gli aspetti della creazione di contenuti con
Joomla! e consente di spingere al massimo le
potenzialità dei vostri siti web.
- Kofler's book offers more up-to-date coverage than
other books on the market - Provides in-depth coverage
of topics normally overlooked, such as the File Scripting
Objects, accessing external databases using the ADO
library, automating data analysis with pivot tables, and
automating diagrams.
3ds Max per l'architettura
PHP 5 - Guida completa
Analisi e progettazione del prodotto multimediale lowbudget
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Accessibilità. Guida completa
Definitive Guide to Excel VBA
Guida completa per lo sviluppatore

Create rich and compelling solutions for
Magento 2 by developing and implementing
solutions, themes, and extensions About This
Book Be proficient in the main functionalities,
resources, and system structure of Magento 2
Get to grips with this practical and hands-on
guide to raise your web development skills to
the next level Packed with several advanced
recipes, not just to manage your online store,
but to extend and design it as well Who This
Book Is For The ideal target audience for this
course could be anyone who wants to mould
their skills in building amazing e-commerce
websites using Magento. We begin right from
getting you started with Magento to becoming
an expert at building your own online stores with
it. What You Will Learn Install and set up the
Magento Ecosystem Carry out performance
adjustments to speed up your Magento system
Transfer your Magento 1 database to Magento 2
using the Magento 2 system tools Build a
Magento 2 multi-store by creating a root catalog,
subdirectories, and products Design custom
themes within the Magento 2 framework Create
extensions using Magento 2 Discover what
makes Magento 2 different and more powerful In
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Detail Magento is the leading e-commerce
software trusted by world`s leading
organizations. Used by thousands of merchants
for their transactions worth billions, it provides
the flexibility to customize the content and
functionality of your website. Our Magento
Course will help you gain knowledge and skills
that are required to design & develop world
class online stores. Magento 2 Development
Essentials - This book begins by setting up
Magento 2 before gradually moving onto setting
the basic options of the Sell System. You will
learn Search Engine Optimization aspects,
create design and customize theme layout, and
adjust the Magento System to achieve great
performance. Magento 2 Cookbook – This book
is divided into several recipes, which show you
which steps to take to complete a specific
action. It will cover configuring your categories
and products, performance tuning, creating a
theme, developing a module etc. At the end of
this book, you will gain the knowledge to start
building a success website. Mastering Magento
2 - This is a comprehensive guide to using the
all new features and interface of Magento 2 to
build, extend, and design online stores. This
book is your roadmap to managing your
Magento store which teaches advanced and
successful techniques. Focusing on Magento's
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Community version, this book offers you
advanced guidance on managing, optimizing,
and extending your store while taking advantage
of the new features of Magento 2. This Learning
Path combines some of the best that Packt has
to offer in one complete, curated package. It
includes content from the following Packt
products Magento 2 Development Essentials by
Fernando J. Miguel Magento 2 Cookbook by Ray
Bogman and Vladimir Kerkhoff Mastering
Magento 2 by Bret Williams and Jonathan
Bownds Style and approach This course begins
by setting up Magento 2 before gradually
moving on to setting the basic options of the
Sell System. You will master Search Engine
Optimization aspects, create designs and
customize theme layouts, develop new
extensions, and adjust the Magento System to
achieve great performance. The book covers
everything from creating and managing multiple
stores to fine-tuning Magento for speed and
performance.
Vi siete mai domandati cosa succede nel
momento esatto in cui cominciate a premere i
tasti del computer? Sapete cosa accade
all'interno di un PC prima che un carattere
venga visualizzato sullo schermo? In quel
momento siete già esposti ai pericoli degli
attacchi informatici...Il rumore dell'hacking è un
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ebook sulla sicurezza informatica. Ma non è
l'ennesimo testo sulla sicurezza informatica.
Questo libro parla di hacker e hacking da una
prospettiva diversa. Oggetto della trattazione
non sono tanto concetti tecnici, che pur non
mancano, quanto il giusto approccio
metodologico, conoscitivo prima che pratico, ai
problemi di sicurezza. L'autore vuole far
acquisire prima di tutto la sensibilità ai pericoli
della Rete, requisito fondamentale affinché una
possibile minaccia sia riconosciuta come tale e
le tecniche di difesa siano conseguentemente
attivate. Per fare questo tratteggia una
panoramica dei percorsi dell'informazione sulle
silenziose strade della Rete, nella quale concetti
di sicurezza, formule matematiche, elementi di
elettronica si succedono a un ritmo serrato,
avvincente, che caratterizza il libro più come un
racconto tecnologico che come un manuale di
informatica.Michal Zalewski si augura che i suoi
lettori possano dormire sonni tranquilli, perché
per un momento sono riusciti a entrare in
sintonia con il silenzio della Rete, riconoscendo
in sottofondo il rumore dell'hacking?
RSS e atom. Convergenza e distribuzione
dell'informazione
Web Performance in Action
La guida completa
Guida per professionisti, appassionati, ambiziosi
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Building Fast Web Pages
Il rumore dell'hacking

La guida completa per imparare il computing e la
programmazione con Raspberry Pi. Nato come un
metodo facile e divertente per giovani appassionati e
adulti curiosi, il Raspberry Pi si è presto evoluto in
computer incredibilmente robusto, dalle dimensioni di
una carta di credito, che può essere usato per qualunque
attività: dalla riproduzione di video HD, all’hacking
dell’hardware, fino alla programmazione vera e propria.
Questo libro, best seller internazionale scritto da uno dei
creatori del Raspberry Pi, vi offre tutto quel che dovete
sapere sul vostro Raspberry Pi.
Dietro alla sua interfaccia amichevole OS X, il sistema
operativo che batte dentro a ogni Mac, nasconde
importanti e spesso sottovalutate possibilità che lo
rendono più potente di quanto non si immagini. In questo
manuale, aggiornato a OS X Mavericks, gli autori
invitano il lettore a portare l'esperienza d'uso del Mac
oltre i limiti noti. Tra i temi trattati: come usare il software
non immediatamente presente tra le Utility, come
comprendere i log, come e quando optare per OS X
Server; ma anche come gestire backup e archivi diversi
e di grandi dimensioni, come lavorare da Terminale nei
meandri del file system e come affrontare il delicato tema
della sicurezza. In mezzo trucchi e accorgimenti di
pronto utilizzo ma troppo spesso sconosciuti ai più. Infine
una comparazione di OS X 10.9 con Windows 8, utile
per comprendere meglio pregi e difetti del sistema di
Cupertino e fare con maggiore consapevolezza le scelte
giuste.
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Bibliografia nazionale italiana
Create Dynamic Web Pages with Oracle Data
Lessons from the Italian Experience
AutoCAD 2005
Dottor Web. Lo studio professionale online con Access
Delivering the Best of PHP

Get past all the hype about PHP and dig into the
real power of this language. This book explores
the most useful features of PHP and how they
can speed up the web development process, and
explains why the most commonly used PHP
elements are often misused or misapplied. You'll
learn which parts add strength to object-oriented
programming, and how to use certain features to
integrate your application with databases.
Written by a longtime member of the PHP
community, PHP: The Good Parts is ideal for
new PHP programmers, as well as web
developers switching from other languages.
Become familiar with PHP's basic syntax,
variables, and datatypes Learn how to integrate
the language with web pages Understand how to
use strings, arrays, and PHP's built-in functions
Discover the advantages of using PHP as an
object-oriented language Explore how PHP
interacts with databases, such as SQLite and
MySQL Learn input- and output-handling best
practices to prevent security breaches
MySQL 5 Guida completa
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Cascading style sheets. La guida completa
L'arte dell'hacking. Con CD-ROM
Self service Linux
Food Ethics
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